DRAFT NPFMC THREE-MEETING OUTLOOK – 6/2/23

**June 5-11, 2023**

- **Events/Reports**: CCC update
- **SHELLFISH SPECs**: BSAI Crab stocks: **ABC/OFL specs**
- **GFISH SPECs**: BSAI Crab stocks: **ABC/OFL specs, Crab PT report**
- **Reporting/Monitoring**: Crew data collection: **Disc. paper (SSC only)**
- **GOA GFISH MGMT**: Small sablefish release staff update
- **BSAI GFISH MGMT**: Amendment 80 program review
- **BSAI CRAB MGMT**: Crab C share recent participation req.
- **BYCATCH**: BBRKC closure areas
- **HALIBUT/IFQ/CHARTER**: Area 4 vessel use caps
- **OTHER**: Programmatic EIS

**October 2-10, 2023**

- **Events/Reports**: NMFS report: National Standards review, other updates
- **SHELLFISH SPECs**: BSAI Crab stocks: **ABC/OFL specs**
- **GFISH SPECs**: BSAI/GOA Groundfish: **Proposed specs, PT report**
- **REPORTING/MONITORING**: Observer Annual Report
- **GOA GFISH MGMT**: BSAI Crab Program Review: **Workplan (T)**
- **BSAI CRAB MGMT**: Crab facility use cap
- **BYCATCH**: Chum salmon bycatch
- **HALIBUT/IFQ/CHARTER**: Area 4 vessel use caps
- **OTHER**: Programmatic EIS

**December 4-12, 2023**

- **Events/Reports**: NMFS report: Final ADP, year-end inseason mgmt
- **SHELLFISH SPECs**: BSAI Crab stocks: **ABC/OFL specs, Crab PT report**
- **GFISH SPECs**: BSAI Groundfish: **PT report, Final Specifications**
- **REPORTING/MONITORING**: 2024 Observer ADP
- **GOA GFISH MGMT**: Crab C share recent participation req.: **Final Action (T)**
- **BSAI CRAB MGMT**: Crab facility use cap: **Initial Review (T)**
- **BYCATCH**: BBRKC closure areas: **Final Action (T)**
- **HALIBUT/IFQ/CHARTER**: Area 4 vessel use caps: **Initial Review (T)**
- **OTHER**: Programmatic EIS: **Initial/Final Action**

**Items Not Yet Scheduled**:

- AI GKC start date: Discussion paper
- OEMC review: Discussion paper
- Crab FMP housekeeping amdmt: Initial/Final Action
- Pot gear regulation consistency: Discussion paper
- MRSAM models: Review (SSC only)
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